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The following discussion of certain of the legal and

sociological aspects of Athenian life is based largely on the

works of the Attic orators, and especially on the orations of

Isaeus. Valuable material, it is true, has also been found in

the works of authors belonging to other departments of Greek

literature, and particularly in the tragic poets and in Homer;

but it is to Isaeus that the writer is particularly indebted,

inasmuch as the works of this orator, in themselves, contain

so much of the material necessary for reconstructing the life

of the Athenians, and for understanding the influences by

which that life was dominated. The pictures that Isaeus draws

are not abvays complete in detail, it is true, and yet the es-

sential outlines are there. As Professor Jebb most admirably

expresses it: "There is scarcely any Greek writer who so much

helps us to understand the meaning which the old Greeks at-

tached to the family. The light which he gives is not merely

on scenic detail, but also on those relations of the actors

which touch the springs of social life". ("Selections from

the Attic Orators", Introd., pp. 17-18).

It is impossible to read Isaeus r/ithout being im-

pressed by the accuracy of Professor Jebb's observation^. A

striking illustration of this is found in the narrative pre-

sented to us in the 6th oration. An aged man, who has had an

exceptionally happy life, who has been blessed in his family
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ties, and has prospered in his enterprises, finally enters upon

a career of crime, and is utterly ruined. He abandons and hu-

miliates his family, loses his property, and eventually dies

under peculiarly sad circumstances, with no one near to minis-

ter to him in his last hours. The story is told with dramatic

force, and the scenes are portrayed with wonderful vividness.

But apart from the interest which the reader feels in the nar-

rative, he also gains much information with respect to the

family relations. The rights of the father and the son, the

helplessness of the wife, the daughters and the widow, the re-

lations of the brothers, the fear of a desolate heritage, the

obligations of the family to the state, the importance of the

religious observances, the question of bigamy - all these

topics present themselves in this single oration.

The French critic Perrot, who thoroughly appreciates

the importance of Isaeus, says, referring to the social and

legal conditions here presented: "Everything here is dominated

by certain primitive instincts and certain elementary ideas;

by the manner in which this race has constituted the family,

ij conceived of life, and pictured to itself the destiny of man

after death For modern science, which labors with so im-

passioned a curiosity to create anew the forms of vanished

states of society, the preservation of these orations of Isaeus

is a rare good fortune." ("L'Eloquence Politique et Judiciaire

a Athenes", p. 358).
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It may be remarked at the outset, that the life of

the citizen of Athens was closely associated with the Athenian

inheritance system; to consider the one apart from the other

would be iTupossible. It might, perhaps, be more correct to

observe, that the life of the Athenian was, to a large extent,
||

moulded and dominated by the inheritance laws -^ Antriher import'

ant factor must be considered in this connection, namely, the

strong religious feeling which permeated the life of the in-

dividual and the inheritance institutions, and which found ex-

pression in the worship of the ancestors as well as o f the gods,

and in the solicitude of the Athenian with respect to the heir

and with regard to the extension of the family line. Perrot,

"Droit Publique d'Athenes", pp. 132-133, well says: "The sen-

timent which attaches to one another the individuals in the

family, the families in the race, the races in the phratria,

the phratrias in the tribes, the tribes in the state,.... is

the belief in a common ancestor, the adoration of this first

father, always conceived as real; it is the respect with whichj

that member of each group, to whom comes the honor of succeed-

ing to the deified ancestry, sees himself surrounded This i

is the principle v/hich dominates all this hierarchy of associa-

tions: this is the keystone which upholds all these concentric

arches." I

This deep religious feeling, that forms perhaps the

chief motive for adoption, and strikingly manifests itself in
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the life of the individual end the state - this feeling con-

stantly finds expression in the Greek writers. Everywhere one

sees emphasized the importance of continuing the family worship

II

and following the glorification of the ancestors during the

individual's life, we read of the homage that is to be paid by

the heir to the individual himself after death - homage vihich

every Athenian believed to be indispensable to his future hap-

piness. A striking passage, illustrating the Athenian feeling

for the dead, occurs in Isaeus 2, 47, where the speaker ex-

claims: "I entreat you to render aid to us and to him also v;ho

is in Hades", the thought being, that, unless the adopted son

be permitted to possess the inheritance and honor the dead,

the latter will actually suffer in Hades. So also, in #1 of

the same oration, the speaker remarks upon the urgent need of

aiding the deceased father of his adoption, by performing the

rites that devolved upon the heir. The same general thought

finds expression also in Isae. 9, 36, where the judges are im-

plored not to vote in such a manner that the bitter personal

enemies of the deceased shall officiate at his tomb, rather

than his lawful heir. Again, in Isae. 1, 10, a certain Cleo-

nymus is alarmed lest his personal enemy shall have charge of

his property and offer the customary sacrifices after death;

this would be terrible. Cf. also Isae. 2, 10, where the orator

speaks of the concern of one u'cneclcs over his childlessness,

and his anxiety for an heir, "to bury him when dead, and ever
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afterwards to offer to hiin the customary rites."

'

I

In connection with this topic, cf. also Lys . 12, 96,

v/here the speaker passionately reproaches his enemies v/ith the

crime of neglecting to honor the dead, and implies that such

neglect will surely call down the vengeance of the gods.

Another most striking illustration of the Greek feel-

ing for the dead is seen in the behavior of the Athenians after

the battle of Arginusae. It will be remembered that on this

occasion the commanding Athenian generals, apparently for the

best of reasons, neglected to care for the bodies of their dead

II

in due form; and that they were afterwards hastily condemned

to death by the enraged populace, notwithstanding the great vie

tory which they had won. (Cf. Xen. Hellen. 1, 7, ff., and es-

pecially 1, 8, 1, ff.; Plato, Apol., 23, B; Lys. 12, 36).

Perhaps no episode in Athenian history could better illustrate

the intensity and reality of the Greek feeling as to the duty

which they owed to their dead.

If, now, we leave the sphere of the orators and his-

1
torians, we find also in the tragic poets and in Koraer manifest-

ations of the same religious feeling, A most significant pas-

sage, showing that the Athenians looked upon the obligations toj

the II

the dead as sent from heaven, occurs in/,Antigone of Sophocles,

^ 450, ff. The king has demanded of Antigone whether she knew of

his edict forbidding that funeral rites be paid her brother. !
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She replies, (to adopt the rendering of Jebb) "Yes, for it was

not Zeus that published nc that edict; not such are the laws

set among men by the Justice who dwells v/ith the gods below;

nor deemed I that thy decrees were of such force thr.t a mortal

could override the unwritten and unfailing statutes of Heaven,

For their life is not of to-day nor yesterday, but from all

time, and no man knows when they were first put forth." So,

too, Antigone says in line 519, "Hades demands these rites".
ii

I

Jebb remarks in this connection, (Soph. Antig., Introd

p. S5), that Antigone, the nearest of kin to the dead, "is ful-,

filling one of the most sacred and the most imperative duties

known to Greek religion" in paying the funeral rites to her

brother.

A striking passage from the Supplices of Euripides

(524 ff.) illustrates the same feeling:

/^/>^/ ^^/V^//y, 727/- /^>-/////-^/^/- /-i^'A^^l^

Jebb, Soph. Antig., Introd., pp. 32-33, remarks:

"It is true that the legends of the heroic age afford some

instances in which a dead enemy is left unburied, as a special

mark of abhorrence. This dishonor brands the exceptionally

base crime of Aegisthus. (Soph. El., 1487 ff.) Yet these

same legends show that, from a very early period, Hellenic
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feeling was shocked at the thought of carrying enmity beyond

the grave, and withholding the rites on which the welfare of

the departed spirit was believed to depend Achilles mal-

treated the dead Hector. Yet, even there, the Iliad expresses

the Greek feeling by the beautiful and touching fable that the

gods themselves miraculously preserved the corpse from all de-

facement and from all corruption, until at last the due obse-

quies were rendered to it in Troy." (II. 24, 411, ff .)

II It is necessary to realize the depth and power of

this religious feeling, and the dominating influence of ances-

tor worship among the Greeks, in order to appreciate the im-

mense importance attached to the inheritance laws, and the

anxiety of every Athenian with reference to an heir.

II
Closely associated with the thought of devotion to

the dead was the feeling of dread lest one should die and leave

behind a "desolate heritage". To pass away without leaving an

heir to continue the family line and the ancestor worship was,

to the Athenian mind, not only a calamity but a disgrace; and

many passages in Isaeus, as well as in the Greek authors gen-

erally, indicate the genuine horror with which the Athenians

regarded such a contingency. Thus, Isaeus (7, 30) speaks of

the precautions v/hich all men take to insure the perpetuity of

^ the line, " in order that they may not desolate their homes";

and in Or. 6, 5, the same thought is expressed. Still stronger

language is seen in § 31 of the same oration, where Isaeus
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speaks of a house left without an heir as "disgracefully and

terribly left desolate". (Cf. Isae. 2, 15). In Or. 2, 20, the

fear of a desolate heritage is represented as the chief motive

in adoption; and the same thought is expressed by Demosthenes

in Or. 44, 43.

Similar illustrations of the same feeling are found

also in the poets, as in Eurip., Ale, 655-657. In 662 ff.

of the same play, Admetus, who has been bitterly reproaching

II his father, caps the climax by uttering the frightful threat

that, when the father is dead, he will not receive burial rites

at the hands of his son.

The adoption of a son, to insure the line and con-

tinue the worship of the ancestors, was, naturally, widely

prevalent; and many illustrations of the Athenians' solicitude

in this respect might be given. (Cf. Isae. 2, 43; 7, 44).

And the undercurrent of religious feeling is again perceived

when one notes, still further, the duties of the heir, and

the motives for adoption, "fe reacl in Isae. 7, 30: "All men

who are about to die take foretho'jght for themselves,

that there may be some one to offer sacrifices to them and

perform all customary rites", (after death). We learn from

Isae. 9, 30, that the son was associated v/ith the father in

\ the performance of religious ceremonies during life; and it

appears from many passages that it was the solemn duty and

privilege of the heir to visit the family altars and offer
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sacrifices to the dead. (Isae. 6, 51; 9, 7; 9, 13). Similarly,

Xenophon in the Memorabilia, (2, 2, 13), informs us that child-

ren are coininanded to adorn the tombs of their deceased parents.

That i t was the peculiar privilege of the heir to perform these

rites, appears also from the fact that in several instances in

Isaeus the no n- performance of such ceremonies is used as an

argument for the non-validity of the contestant's claim to the

estate. (Cf. Or. 9, 19; 9, 4; 9, 32).
in

Again, AOr. 8, 38, a certain Diodes tries to take

the leading part in the funeral services of Ciron, in order

that he may seem to be the heir; and in # 39 of the same

speech. Diodes and his associates, actuated by the same mo-

tives, undertake to usurp the speaker's right to honor the

dead. Further allusions to the sacrifices offered the dead on

the part of the heir are found in Or. 6, 64-65.

The strength of the religious feeling is also seen

in another passage from Isaeus, (Or. 8, f#15, ff), in which tlifi

grandsons are the sole assistants of the grandfather in all

sacrifices and sacred rites - a sure proof that they are his

lawful heirs. Again, according to •r#21-22 of the same speech,

it is the right of the grandson, as lawful heir, to bury the

grandfather with due rites - a privilege which even the wife

of the deceased does not dispute. And, finally, according to

§ 24, the fact that the speaker officiated at the funeral and

"performed the necessary rites is cited as absolute proof that
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he is the lawful heir.

Thus the prominence of the religious feeling in the

family relations and in the life of the individual is very ap-

parent. But apart from the point of view of the individual,

it is to be remembered that the perpetuity of the family, and

the continuance of the domestic cult, and the maintenance of

the ancestral possessions, were matters of great concern also

for the state. Perrot, (L*Eloquence Politique et Judiciaire a

Athenes", p. 364, j remarks: "It was a disastrous thing for the

city that one of those altars upon which every year for cen-

turies the hereditary sacrifices had been offered should sud

denly be seen to be neglected, and finally abandoned. All

those legendary heroes, those glorious ancestors, watched con-

stantly over their descendants, and in return for the homage

which they received, protected still this Athens, for which

they had foraierly lived, fought and suffered. With every fam

ily that became extinct, the city was losing a protector, in

allowing the family worship to perish with it. If it were

often so, the gods of the lower world would finally become

enraged against the city which they had so long favored."

In this connection, it is interesting to note a

passage from Isaeus (7, 30), in which the speaker, after al-

luding to the obligation to the dead, and after remarking that

it was customary for childless men to adopt a son, adds;
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"And not only do men take cognizance of this individually, but

the state publicly recognizes these obligations. For by lav;

the supervision of private homes is enjoined upon the archon,

who shall see to it tliat they are not left desolate",

I

With this one may compare a passage from Soph. Antig.,

748-9, in which the king reproaches his son Haemon because the

latter has taken the part of Antigone. Creon says with refer-

I

ence to Antigone, who has just been caught in the act of paying

I funeral rites to her brother: "All thy words,, .plead for that

girl", Haemon sternly replies in behalf of his betrothed:

"And far thee, and for me, and for the gods below ",
also

Closely in accord^with Perrot's utteranceS)above

cited, is the passage in the Antigone, beginning with line

988 - I quote from Professor Jebb's summary; (Soph. Antig,,

Introd,, pp, 14-15) - "As the choral strains cease, the blind

and aged prophet is led in by a boy. He comes with an ui^ent

warning for the king. The gods are wroth with Thebes; they

will no longer give their prophet any sign by ike voice of

birds, or throu^ the omens of sacrifice. (Cf, 1016, ff.)

The king is himself the cause, by his edict forbidding the

burial of the dead. Carrion creatures have defiled the altars

of Thebes with the taint of th.e unburied dead. Let burial

rites at once be paid to Polynices".

Professor Jebb remarks further: "The king's duty to

the dead and to the gods below was now also a duty toward the

r
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polluted state, from which his impiety had alienated the gods

above". (Cf . 1065, ff.) Nothing could more strikingly illus'

trate the Greek feeling for the dead than these passages from

the great tragedy. Here we see that the king's refusal to per-

mit a member of the family to bury the dead was actually calling

down the wrath of heaven upon the state.

Apart from religious considerations, the state also

had strong political motives for insuring the perpetuity of the

family and the preservation of the ancestral possessions. It

is to be remembered that the number of citizens was limited,

and especially the heads of rich families, who could discharge

important public services, such as equipping a chorus. If now

the family became extinct, and the property passed into the

hands of some obscure person, he could and generally did find

some pretext for contributing less liberally to the expenses of

the government and the glory of the state. This is forcibly

brought out in Isae. 6, 38, and 6, 60-61. Here the speaker,

having dwelt upon the distinguished public services of members

of his house, promises to use his means for the glorification

of the state, just as his family had done from time immemorial;

and he calls attention to the fact that if the inheritance pass

es out of the family, the state can no longer expect to receive

I
11 any such benefits; that, in fact, much of the property has

already disappeared, to the detriment of the state. So, too,

II

in Or. 7, 32 and 42, the speaker cries out against his adver-
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saries, who have brought to naught the house that had been con-

spicuous for its public services; and he contrasts his adver-

saries' conduct with his own praiseworthy actions. Cf. also

## 38, ff., of the same oration, and in particular, cf. Or. 5,

##35, ff., and 7r#41ff .; in this oration Dicaeogenes' shameful

neglect of his duties to the state is strikingly contrasted

with the splendid achievements of the speaker's ancestors, and

their liberal contribution to the state. Also^cf. Or. 11, 47,'

and 50, where Theopompus indignantly repels the thought that he

had disposed of any of his property in order to escape public

contributions

.

Il Thus the religious and political motives of the state

for perpetuating the inheritance and the family are clearly

seen. The passage has already been cited, in which Isaeus dis-;

tinctly informs us that the state took such matters in charge,

(Or. 7, 30). So, too, in Dem. 43, 75, the law is cited which

gives the archon charge of "heiresses and desolate heritages".

I

In view of the existence of such motives, then, it

was not strange that Athens watched so faithfully over the an-

cestral mansion and the family altar. The importance of the

role played played by the laws of succession can hardly be

overestimated, and one can readily understand the eagerness of

the Athenians to adopt an heir, if ever a break occurred in the

family line. It is evident that the life of the Athenian was

completely overshadowed by the religious feeling, together with
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the obligations to the state.

If now we consider somewhat more in detail certain

phases in the life of the Athenian, we shall still observe

that the influence of the religious idea was dominant and ttiat

the demands of the state were most uncompromising.

For example, there was a curtailment of personal

liberty in the marriage relation and in the circumstances sujv

rounding it. Every Athenian was forbidden by law to marry a

II

foreigner, under pain of the severest penalties((Dem.) 59, 16;

59, 52); evidently because such a union might tend to diminish !

patriotic feeling, and because the family cult, under such cir

cumstances, might eventually be neglected. So strong, indeed,

was the prejudice against the intermarriage of an Athenian and

a foreigner, that even the Athenian citizen who gave a woman

of foreign blood in marriage to an Athenian, representing that

she was a citizen of Athens, was likely to be disfranchised

and to lose his property (fDemJ]) 59,52).

I
Nor could an Athenian always choose his wife; under

certain circumstances, his partner for life was thrust upon

him, irrespective of his own feelings in the matter. V/hen a

father died without sons, leaving a daughter (the heiress) nei-^

ther married nor betrothed, it became the duty of the next of

kin to marry the girl, or otherwise to provide for her. In

Isae. 1, 39, the speaker says: ii— ,^<^eco/-^A^6>s d7~dAt^''^>>.
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So, also, (Dem.) 43, 54, cites the law coinpelling the

nezt of kin to raarpj the girl, or else to give her in marriage

to another, with a dowry. An elderly uncle could thus claim a

youthful niece; this obligation on the part of the next of kinj

is clearly established. (Cf . Isae. 1, 39; 3, 67; 10, 5),

If the nearest relative refused to marry the girl and

thereby keep the inheritance within the family, he not only in-

1

curred heavy penalties (Isae. 1,39), but he placed the woman in
I

a most embarrassing position. Any heiress who was not thus
1

promptly claimed by next of kin, be he cousin, or uncle, was

thought to be suffering a positive injustice. Thus in Isae. 10,

5, the speaker says of the heiress who was not thus claimed: -^-^i/^/^r

i^'tc^oTa-r^L ; and from Isae. 3, 63, and 8, 31 we clearly

see that such a situation was well nigh intolerable for the un-

fortunate heiress.

Sometimes a father would choose a wife for his son.

Thus, in Isae. 2, 18, the speaker says of his adoptive father:
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^ ///Jr/^^ ^^^ 7'4:<-^

In Dem. 40, 4, the father requires the son to marry at

the age of eighteen; in this instance, the son seems to have

been permitted to choose his ov/n wife. In this connection it

may be noted that girls also were sometimes married at an ex-

ceedingly early age - fourteen, or oven younger - (Gf. Xen,

Oecon. 3, 13; 7, 5) Demosthenes' sister was five years of age

at her father's death; and the father, having previously se-

lected the girl's future husband, left instruction that the

latter should marry his daughter "whenever she reached the mar-

riageable age" - ten years_, in this instance. (Dem. 29, 43.)

The constraint exercised upon the individual in the

selection of a life partner, is thus very apparent. Another

illustration may be cited from. Andoc . 1, 117 ff. Here the

speaker claims one of his uncle's daughters in marriage, the

girl's father having died without sons. Andocides comments on

the small amount of property left, and the heavy liabilities of

the estate; still, (#119) since the father, if he had lived,

would naturally have betrothed one of the daughters to the

speaker, as next of kin; and since, as the speaker frankly

adm.its, he would have claimed the girl had a rich inheritance

\ accompanied her - therefore now he believes it to be his duty

1 HB rry her , Andocides and his cousin, accordingly, each
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claim one of the girls in marriage, as next of kin. Andocides

(#119) tells us, however, that this, under the circumstance^, '

was an act of magnanimity on his part; and from this the fol- '

lowing remarks, and especially from the fact that the speaker's

I

cousin, for a pecuniary consideration, resigned his claim, (#120)

one concludes that it was sometimes possible for the next of

kin to evade responsibility.

Generally speaking, however, the man seem.s to have

been at liberty to select his wife, except of course in the

case of the (f^^W^^/^and her male relatives. Thus in Isae.

I

2, 4 ff ,, a certain Menecles, already far advB.nced in years,

asks for the hand of the speaker's younger sister, wlio has

just reached the marriageable age; and, notwithstanding the

discrepancy in years, the girl is given in marriage by her

brothers, chiefly on the ground of the friendship previously

existing between the girl's father and the prospective bride-

groom.

It is evident, then, that there v/as often a great

difference between the ages of the husband and wife; c^nd the

custom of marrying one's niece, ihat prevailed so widely among i n

the Greeks, illustrates still further the truth that disparity

in age was not regarded as an obstacle to marriage.

Considering now the question of marriage from the

woman's standpoint, it is evident that she had far less inde-
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pendence in the choice of a life partner than the man. Even

in Homeric times the ri^it of the father to give his daughter

i in marriage was well established; (Cf , Horn. Od. 2, 54, 55; 2,

113-114; 15, 16) nor do we find that this custom had changed

jl

when we approach the orators (Dera. 46, 18, and Isae. 9, 29).

In Isae. 8, 8, we -erk-m observe further that when the first

husband died the father chose a second husband for his daughteij

If the father felt that his end was near, and his daughter was

not married or betrothed, he selected the girl's future hus-

band, as in the case of Demosthenes' father; already referred

to. (Dam. 27, 5). If, however, the father was not living,

and had neither betrothed the girl nor named a husband for her

i in his will, the brother^, as has already been observed, gave

their sister in marriage, according to their pleasure (Cf.

Horn. Od. 15, 16). Dem. 44, 49; 46, 18, citos the law which

provides that the brother shall betroth the sister, (in case

of the father's absence or death), and that otherwise the re-

sponsibility for the betrothal shall devolve upon the grand-

father on the father's side. In an instance previously refer-

red to, (Isae. 2, ii=jj4 ft.,) we observe that the elderly hus-

band, who was still childless, finally concluded that i*t would

be better to give up his young wife, and proposed to the wom-

an's brothers that he separate from her and that she marry a

younger man. (^# 7 ff.) In this case, the wife was consulted

in the matter, and at first demurred, but was at length won
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over, and was thereupon given by her brothers to a second hus-

band.

An instance in which a man betroths his wife to an-

other is found in Dem. 27, 5. Here the father of the orator,

feeling that his end is approaching, betroths his wife to one

of his nephews - another illustration of the extraor^dinary

views held by the Greeks. with respect to the marriage of rela-

tives, and suggesting further a mnrked difference in age between

husband and wife. A similar instance of betrothal occurs in

Dem. 36, 8. d
Many instances in which the brothers give their sis-

ters in marriage are found in the orators. Thus, in Dem. 40,

6-7, and 44, 9, the brothers take joint action in betrothing

their sisters.

In Isae. 7, 9, Apollodorus gives his step-sister in

marriage; in Isae. 5, 9 Dicaeogenes gives his ward in marriage

A curious instance of betrothal is recorded in Plut. Arist. 27.

According to this passage, the state took in charge the be- '

trothal of the daughter of Aristides, and gave her a dowry from

the public funds.

The woman's A^/^.^'i^ , it seems, had the right to

select a husband for her, and 'vhether she v/as consulted in the

matter, evidently depended upon her guardian's disposition

toward her. As a compensation, in some measure, for the hard-

ship that might be involved in the action of the guardian, it
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is ia be noted, that, according to the passages cited, the

•/-(u^L^s was expected to bestow a respectable dowry, when he

gave his ward in marriage. But this operated in two ways,

and often involved additional hardship for the woman; for,

since the giving of a dowry was indispensable to an honorable

marriage, it follows that the omission of the dowry reflected

seriously on the woman's character. Isaeus tells us plainly

that to withhold a dowry, or to give a woman in marriage with

I
a dowry disproportionately small, was a serious reflection on

the woman's character and likely to impair her standing in

I

the community (Cf. Isae. 3, 35; 3, 49; 3, 51). J

In Or. 6, 14 Isaeus distinguishes between the ry}^?7^ds

performed by the woman's A.r^c^s and the i^^^'/xt'^/?-/^ instituted

by the woman's nearest male relatives - too often reluctantly,

I

no doubt. In this connection it may be noted that the betroth-

al took place in the presence of witnesses, a single witness

on this important occasion being deemed insufficient. (Gf

.

Isae. 3, #18-19, #23, ##25-56).

There is no evidence that the betrothal, even when

accomp-nied by the conferring of the dowry, made marriage com-
Lna o

pulsory; on the contrary, we learn from the orators,y^broken

engagements were common among the Athenians. Thus, Demosthenes'

27, 17, cites an instance in which marriage was not consummated

after the betrothal had taken place, and the dowry had been

bestowed; and the law is cited which provides that under
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such circumstances the man was compelled to return the dowry

with interest.

On the occasion of the marriage the bridegroom usually

gave a wedding feast, which was evidently an event of some im-

portance. Thus, in Isae. 8, ,;^18-19, the speaker entertained

||Certain of his intimate friends and relatives, and also gave

a marriage festival - the y^^^T^Aca^ to the members of the phra-

tria; and on this occasion the women of the deme complimented

the bride by electing her one of the officers at the Thesmo-

phoria. With reference to this festival, authorities admit

that there is some undertainty. Gilbert, "Greek Constitutional

Antiquities, p. 189, attaches little significance to the la^^^iJca

and thinks that it was not legally obligatory upon the bride-

groom to give such a wedding celebration. But in the passage

of Isaeus under consideration (8, ##18-20) the celebration of

the festival is spoken of as indicating a good social position

on the part of the bride, and the regulations of the members of

the phratria on this point are alluded to. Again, in Isaeus

I 3, 76, the speaker intimates that the omission of the y^i^;>i/f^a
\

is a serious reflection on the woman and couples with this cir-

cumstance the failure to present the daughter to the phratria.

Further, in ^79 of the same speech occur the words:
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Evidently then, the festival referred to had an important

bearing on the status of the wife.

The relations existing between husband and wife

naturally form the next topic for consideration. Here we find

that the inheritance laws are still in active operation, and,

astonishing though it may seem, too often there was no secur-

ity even in the marriage relation, and circumstances might

arise which would tear the wife from her husband, and give hep

to another. Isaeus says (3, 64): "And with reference to women

who have been^ given in marriage by their fathers,—if their

father dies without leaving to them..irothers, the law ordains

that they be claimed in marriage by the next of kin, and many

husbands (in this way) have actually been deprived of their

wives". And again, in Isaeus 10, 19 the next of kin, who un-

Ij

lawfully possesses the inheritance and are about to be sued by

the husband of the lawful heiress, threaten to take the man's

wife from him and claim her for one of themselves, unless the

matter is dropped. The threat prevails, and the husband, to

save his wife, is forced to relinquish the entire property to

II

the scoundrels. Such was one of the results of the Athenian

inheritance system, carried out to its logical conclusion.

The property must be kept within the family, or else the state

) would suffer; the ancestor worship must be continued by the

heir, otherwise the gods might become estranged, and might

proceed to afflict not only the family, but the state. The
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rights and the sacred affections of the members of the family

are of minor importance; the individual and the family live

chiefly to perpetuate religion and serve the state.

In one respect, the marriage relation among the Athen^

ians, as represented in the orators, can be paralleled by con-

ditions sometimes prevailing in modern society. The married Ij

woman must conform rigidly to the requirements of conventional-

ity; while the husband can too often disregard the obligations

of honor and virtue. Thus, in Isae. 3, f#13-14, the speaker

II

refers to the unseemly and immoral behavior of the i"2:?.r4^and

contrasts her life v/ith that of the virtuous married woman.

The latter would never be found carousing; she would not even

attend a banquet with her husband, to say nothing of making

merry with the husbands of other women. But in the case of

the husbend, it is painfully evident that he could too often

overstep the bounds of propriety, unrestrained by law or the

demands of society. A strikir^ illustration of this is found

in Isaeus, in the pathetic story of the aged Euctemon, already

II alluded to (Cf. Or. 6, H 18, ff.) Euctemon leaves a happy

home, and a devoted wife and children and takes up his abode

with his freed-woman Alke, whose own husband had deserted her,

Euctemon, at the instigation of Alke, then proposes to enroll

one of her sons in his own phratria, under his own name; but

his oivn son, Philoctemon, quite naturally objects. To over-

come the objection of the latter, the infatuated Euctemon
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threatens to marry still another woman - in fact, actually be-

troths himself to her (#22) - and proposes to give preference

to the children that shall be born of this new marriage and

thereby deprive Philoctemon of a part of his inheritance,

Philoctemon, unspeakably humiliated by his father's behavior,

acquiesces, in order to avoid further scandal. Eucteraon then

breaks off his engagament with the third woman mentioned (#22),

and enrolls the son of Alke in his own phratria, still contin-

uing his relations with the mother of the young man. During

I
all this time there is nothing to show that Euctemon had form-

ally separated from his wife; and #21 and /f#39-41 clearly in-

dicate that she was still his lawful spouse. It is evident,

then, that in the case of the third woman referred to, Euctemon

pro-osed to commit bigamy. This is the view of Gilbert, (Greek

Constitutional Antiquities^ Appendix, p. 455), who does not

think it necessary to explain Euctemon's relations with Alke

as those of lawful concubinage; (Gf. Appendix, p. 455; also
it is evident,

p. 190), Whatever the true explanation,^ at any rate, that

Euctemon pursued his outrageous course openly , and that there

was no redress for his unhappy wife or family.

I

Other instances of the same sort could be cited from

the orators. So, too, the escapades of the married men in the

j Roman comic poets are open to severe criticism. And, even

after making allowances ^in some cases^for a certain amount of

Roman coloring in plays of the fabula palliata, it is certain
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that the marriage bond among the Greeks of Menander^s time was

too lightly regarded; and we observe that the characters in

the plays do not hesitate to overstep the bounds of propriety

when they feel so disposed,without regard to higher obligations

I The question of concubinage has called forth much

controversy. Meier & Schomann, p. 501, think from Isae. 3, 39,

that concubinage was recognized by law, and that parents some-

times deliberately gave their daughters into this relation.

Lys. 1, 30-31, mentions a law designed to protect the wife or

concubine - a passage which would certainly seem to show that

concubinage had legal sanction. Lysias, in the passage cited,

mentions the case of married women, snd then adds:

II
Demosthenes, 23, 53, cites the same law, and in the

passage we find the words: ^ S^<^ j^a A^a./f^ 7?r }i/^

A significant reference to concubinage is also found

in Diogen. Laert. 2, 26: >'4^^.- /- .-^/z- a^'-y^;^/' y^c^/-,

Meier & Schomann, (Der Attische Process, p. 529), see

a case of concubinage r.lso in Andoc , 1, 124 ff., where Callias,

^ having married the daughter of Is.oraachus, afterwards tires of

the woman, and marries her mother instead. I hesitate to accept

this view, for two reasons. In the first place, Andocides
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would scarcely have narrated these performances so cheerfully

if they had had the sanction of la.w . From what we know of

Andocides, it seems evident that he regarded this as a parti-

cularly choice scandal, and one that was calculated to array

the sympathies of the hearers against Callias, Aside from this,

it seems quite inconceivable that such monstrous performances

as these should have been tolerated by Attic law or society,

under the guise of concubinage. All evidence, it is true,

11 shows that extraordinary looseness existed in matters of this

sort; but so shocking a state of affairs as that mentioned by

Andocides would surely have been discountenanced by the usages

ii of the Athenians.

Gilbert (Greek Const. Antiq., p. 190) argues against

the existence of concubinage as authorized by law. His views

II

respecting the 3rd oration of Tsaeus have already been noted,

and he also says that the 39th nnd 40th orations of Demosthenes,

"which" - with the speech of Isaeus referred to - "were consid-

ered the strongest evidence for the existence of lawful concu-
|

binage, seem to admit of a satisfactory explanation in the cir-

cumstances described with them, without having resource to thi^

theory"

.

I have not discovered in the orations referred to

any positive proof for lawful concubinage. Further, the auth

of the argument to the 39th oration of Demosthenes evidently

II

regards the relation of iv!antias to Plangon as one not sanctioned

lor
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by law. He says of Mantias and his wife: /^ )'a/-'7'(a^ s ..y^j-go^is y-^/-^c

Further the following words are found: ^-- .f/-*"
7"-^-^ r^yU^

^

In this argument there is certainly a contrast drawn

between the lawful wife and the woman Plangon, whose relations

to Mantias were evidently not authorized by law.

Granting, however, that such were the relations of

Alke and Plangon respectively to Euctemon and Mantias, yet it

seems difficult to explain Isae, 3, 39, and impossible to in-

terpret Lys. 1, 30 ff., and Dem, 23, 53 (above noted) otherwise

I than as proving that concubinage was recognized by law.

' Buermann, 9th Suppl . Vol. Jahrb. f. cl. Phil. pp. 569,

ff., argues for lawful concubinage. He tries to prove that |

uyji/^/ and iry^^^/"^/ were used with reference to the concubine;

and that their children were called y/^^~ci)i . He i s not con-

vincing, and Meier & Schomann reject his line of argument.

Philippi, N. Jahrb. f. cl . Phil. 1879, pp. 413 ff., regards

Buermann' s views as more than reasonable. Philippi thinks,

however, that in the general looseness of Athenian legal forms

lithe matter has not been clearly presented. Other theories are

mentioned in Meier & Schomann, pp. 501-502. For myself, the

\ passages cited from the orators lead me to believe that concu-

binage had the sanction of law.

In connection with this subject, it is hardly neces-
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sary to observe that open vice was not sanctioned by law.

The first oration of Lysias, and especially jff20 ff,, as has

been noted, show that the law prescribed extreme penalties for

unchastity. The same fact is stated as a law of Solon, in

iPlut. Solon, 23, 2; and Dem. 59, 87 speaks of the severe pen-

alties visited upon the guilty. As a further illustration of

the severity with which this sin was punished, we may cite the

law of Solon mentioned in Plut. Solon 23, 3, where i t is stated

that a daughter or sister detected in flagrant/., delictii? may be

i sold into slavery. The heavy penalties inflicted for unchasti

ty are also set forth in Aeschines 1, #21, #183.

Il

The importance of the dowry in betrothal has already

been remarked upon, and it seems to have had a potent influence

in the marriage relation also. Thus, we learn from Isae. 3, 36

that a husband could put away his wife, if he chose, when no

dowry had been given; that, in short, the dowry was regarded

as a safeguard to prevent husband and wife from separating,-

certainly an unfortunate commentary on the Athenian ideals of

marriage. From ,''^28-29 of the same oration we learn that in

the case of r woman of doubtful reputation, the giving of a

large dowry tended to establish her in good standing, and that,

Ij

with such a dowry, the husband v/as less likely to leave her. i

) Meier &• Schomann, p. 514, comment upon the strong

prejudice tliat existed against giving a woman in marriage with-

out a dowry; and, just as in betrothal an unusually small dowry
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reflected seriously upon the woman, so a marriage consummated

without a dowry, or with a disproportionately small one, was

likely to be regarded as concubinage. The ."t^Z^/^v/i-^j- was

carefully distinguished from the ir^^T^^/z-^-^'Ji and both from the

' ^77//-<'/l>7/C'^-/ ; and the unusual fact of marriage without a

dowry is clearly noted. Thus, Lys . 19, 15, speaks of the

j

/^^^/^' / who is averse to giving the speaker's sisters in

marr^ige even to wealthy men who are willing tc take them

without a dowry. In like manner, Isae. 3, 29, speaks of the

i^/7:^^^//*'^/ , as does Dera. 40, 20 - clearly distinguishing her

from the more fortunate woman who receives a dowry.

It may be noted, in passing, that a dowry sometimes

consisted of money, (Dem. 45, 28); sometimes of real estate,

(Isae. 5, 26); sometimes of ornaments and clothing, (Dem. 41,

27); also, that the value was required to be stated; other-

wise recovery was impossible, (Isae. 3, 35).

jj

It is interesting to note, in this connection, that

' Aristatle disapproved of large dowries, as detrimental to the

best interests of the state. Thus, in Pol. 2, 9, 15, in crit-

icising the Spartan polity, he maintains that the large dow-
the

II

ries given among^Spartans were largely responsible for the in-

equality of their possessions, for the diminution in the num-

^ ber of their fighting men, and for the female ownership of

so much land.
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Evidently, then, the theory of Attic law contemplated

the bestowal of smll dowries; cf. Plato Laws, 742, C. Thus,

in Plut. Solon 20, 8, the speaker says, referring to the dowry:

Leaving out of consideration, for the present, the

heiress, whose position was always a perilous one, it is eviden'

that the dissolution of marriage was rather frequent among the

Athenians, and that it was accomplished without much difficulty

or ceremony. In earliest times, however, the sanctity of mar-

riage was, in ell probability, more highly regarded; such, at

least, is the impression one receives from such a passage as

Homer, Odys .„ 35 ff. Professor Jebb, "Greek Literature", pp.

28-29, says of the Homeric age: "Women have a higher position

and more freedom than in the later historical age of Greece.

Polygamy is unknown,.... and there are few exceptions to the

sanctity of marriage. The home-life of King Alcinous and Queen

Arete in the Odyssey is like a modern picture of fireside hap-

piness, and no image of girlhood more noble or charming than

Nausicaa can be found in poetry".

jj

On the other hand, it is very evident, from the study

I of the orators, that the high ideals of the old school had giv-

en place to more unworthy conceptions. Meier & Schoraann, p.

510, attribute the decline in the standards of morality, to a
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certain extent, to the influences of such comedies as those of

Diphilus, and Apollodonis of Carystus and Apollodorus of Gela,

One may with certainty conclude that a comedy entitled A^^C'-

//c772:^v/-4 would have a most demoralizing effect upon the stand-

ards of married life. Yet it would be manifestly unfair to as-

sert that the Athenians had no appreciation of the seriousness

and eacredness of marriage, and many admirable sentiments on

the subject are found among the Greek writers. For example,

Plut. Solon, 20, 8, says:

yoc/t^^'i^' ^AA 6.77- c y^i/^/'^^lc y^^' J^£<^/y-<^ r^^ /

still, one is. forced to the conclusion that the ideals

seen in the passage just cited were often unattained by the

Athenians, and that marriage bond was annulled with startling

ease and frequency. Pollux, it is true, remarks, (3, 7): "Just

as marriage is contracted by law, so also it is annulled".

Demosthenes, however, gives us the distinct impression that di-

vorce was not attended by much formality. Thus, in 59, 52, he

speaks of certain regulations concerning the dowry, "in case a

husband puts away his wife", Isaeus speaks casually of divorce

in connection with the dowry, as if the separation of husband

and wife were a frequent occurrence (Or. 3, 8; 3, 78). So also

does Demosthenes (Or. 30, 4; 30, 17). In Dem. 59, 51, ths
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husband casts away the wife with whom he hds lived for nearly

a year, because he finds himself mistaken as to her parentage.

(Cf. (Dem.) 59, 82 ff).

The instance recorded in Isae. 2, 4 ff., is virtually

that of a husband who gives his wife to another; for, while

the aged husband recommits his youthful wife to the charge of

her brothers, yet he restores to her the original dowry, and

is the instigator of the whole proceeding. This is; sufficient

ly startling and shocking, from our point of view, and is far

worse than the two instances already cited from Demosthenes,

(27, 5 and 36, 8), in which the head of the family, before

death, selects his wife's future husband. Nor is it edifying

to read in Plut. Pericles, 24, 9, that when Pericles found that

he and his T/ife couldi no longer get along comfortably together,

he proceeded to give her to another, in accordance with her

wish, and then took unto himself Aspasia.

A striking illustration of the lightness with which

the marriage bond was dissolved is found in Dem. 41, 3 ff

.

Here the father, having adopted his wife's brother, gives to

him his youngest daughter in marriage. Later, however, he

quarrels with his son-in-law, rnd having taken the latter's

wife from him, he gives her to another. Meier, (Cf . Meier &

^ Schomann, p. 508), suggests that the girl was merely betrothed

to Leocrates. Schomann, however, thinks from #4 and #28 that

only a marriage can be meant; and the argument certainly
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gives us no ground for denying that the first marriage con-

templated actually took place.

In (Andoc .) 4, 14, the wife takes the initiative in

the separation. Alcibiades is represented as introducing dis-

reputable women into his home and scandalizing his wife, who

thereupon appears before the archon, and files her statement,

looking to a divorce.

The cZTT^'Ji^^^s on the part of the wife, then seems to

have been accompanied by a certain amount of legal formality;

on the other hand, when the husband resorted to '^'7r^7rfy^(^^j^\i%

seems to have been privileged to send back his wife to the

house of her former M^/O^^ j with little ceremony.

Meier 8: Schomann, p. 513, remark that if both husband

and wife were agreed upon a separation, the matter was consum-

m.ated by mutual consent; if, however, there was any complica-

tion as to the dowry, or any objection on the part of husband

or wife, supported by their relatives, the matter had to come

before the magistrate. This view seems to be based entirely

on a passge in Pollux, 8, 31, to the effect that if a man and

his wife agreed upon a divorce, nothing further was necessary.

It must be acknowledged that tliis is not at all at variance

with what we know of the fickleness of the Athenians in their

marriage relations.

It is evident that the lot of the Athenian married

woman, as reflected in the orators, was not an especially
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happy one. Nor are our impressions changed when we read in

the Roman comic poets of the trials of the matrons by reason of

the waywardness of their husbands. The glimpses of married

life seen in Aristophanes are not especially pleasing, either,
||

although his mockery and his exaggerations are confusing. But

the hone life of the Athenians must have had a far brighter

side than that represented by the orators and the writers of

comedy. Apart from the high ideals seen in Homer, and the pas-

sionate devotion revealed in the lyric poets, we may see in the

tragic poets some of the most beautiful pictures of married
i

life that are to be found in literature. The "Alcestis" of

Euripides abounds in just such happy allusions; and when one

recalls the serious side of Euripides' nature, these references

to the happiness of marriage are all the more significant.

Thus, in lines 163, ff., Alcestis, with the sLadow of death

hovering over her, prays for a happy and honorable marriage fori

her children. The joys as well as the sorrows of marriage are
i

spoken of in 238 ff.; and the chorus declares that Admetus'

life, without his beloved wife, will hencefortV be a blank.

The king's grief for the loss of his wife is seen in lines 385-

387, and 878-881. The happiness of a noble marriage is por-

trayed in 915 ff .; and high ideals of marriage are revealed

in 625-628.

It is evident, then, that happiness in married life

was not only possible among the Greeks, but was often attained
;|
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by them, despite the objectionable laws, and the peculiar usag-

es that hedged the Athenians about. The orators evidently re-

present the darker side of married life; and it would be utter-

ly unfair to draw our conclusions wholly from these sources.

I

This sketch would be incomplete without some observa-

tions as to the status of the widow. As in the case of the

wife, the orators lead us t o conclude that the widow was some-
;

times subject to great hardships. Thus, in Isae. 6, 51, a most

gloomy spectacle is presented to us. The widow will be at the
:

absolute disposal of the false claimants, if they win the law- !

suit; or else, if she is the rightful hef&iess, she is to be

given in marriage according to the pleasure of the heterogen-

eous assemblage of jurymen. In the same connection, cf. Isae,

6, 4; here the false and unscrupulous claimant hopes to become

II /r'^^/^j' of the widow, to do with her and hers as he shall see
,

fit. The melancholy picture already seen in Demosthenes, of

the dying husband who betroths his prospective widow to his

I

nephew, may also be cited here. (Dem. 27, 5; 36, 8).

!' Turning now to the relations existing between father

and, son, one is at once impressed by the contrast between the

Roman and the Attic law; the contrast between the unlimited

power which the laws of the Twelve Tables conferred upon the

I Roman father to do whatsoever he pleased with his own, and the

absolute dependence of the Athenian father upon the operation

of the inheritance laws. These limitations of the father's

H'
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!-

power may not, however, have .existed in earliest times. Until

the state was well organized, and until the family came to be

regarded as the unit of the state, the power of the father was

probably greater, and the relations of the family were not so

largely dominated by the obligations to the state. In the ab-

sence of direct evidence, the matter is involved in some uncer-

tainty; but unrestrained individual power and independence of

family life undoubtedly dominated all else; the existence of

any paramount obligations to the state were, as yet, apparently

too shadowy to receive recognition. At this early period, the

father, no doubt, had even the power of life and death over

the menbers of his family. But, with the Ielws of Solon, there

must have come a change in the spirit of the times; the rights

and privileges of the family became of minor importance as com-i

pared with the obligations existing to the state.
I

'7hen a son was borr^ and was presented to the father,

the latter was required either to acknowledge the child - there

by conferring all the son's rights and privileges upon him -

or, under rare circumstances, to disown him. An instance in

point is found in Andoc . 1, 142 ff. Here we are told that

Callias marries, and that he afterwards transfers his affections

to his wife's mother, possibly as his concubine. When the son,

^
of the last named woman is born, and is presented at the altar

[

by the woman*s relatives, for enrollment and acknov/ledgment

,

Callias, who happens to be the officiating priest, refuses to
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acknowledge the child as his own. By taking oath that the child

Ills not his, he thus fomally disov/ns it; afterwards, however, i

he becomes reconciled to the mother, and then r-cknowledges the

son.

I It is evident, however, that, under ordinary circum-

stances, the father did not arbitrarily abandon or disown a

son; and it is interesting to note that the oath of the mother]

as to the identity of the father, carried the utmost weight.

Thus, in Arist. Rhet . 2, 23, 11, we find this statement: ^"7^^ 7^>

Aristotle then cites two instances in v/hich the woman's state-

ments regarding the children are accepted as final. One of the ii

instances cited is evidently that of a certain Mantias who plays

a prominent part in Dem. Or. 39 and 40. (Cf . especially 39, 3

ff). Here the grown sons of Plangon, with whom Mantias is en-

amoured, try to compel hira to acknowledge them as his own sons,

in order that they may inherit part of his property. L'antias

then bribes Plangon to swear that he is not the father of her

sons; but she deceives him, and makes oath that he is the

I

father of the young men, whereupon he is compelled to acknow-

ledge them. It is to be noted that this is virtually an act of

adoption, as the youi:g men are not Mantias' sons at all. (Cf.

I
Dem: 39, 20 and 39, 30)

.

The weight that the woman's oath carried under such

circumstances is extraordinary. The oath of this woman Plangon,
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who is clearly an immoral person, simply revolutionizes the

family affairs of Mantias. The latter is compelled to enroll

the woman's sons in his own phratria, thus 'virtually adopting

them; and Mantias' own son, unlike the Philoctemon mentioned

by Isaeus, seems to have been powerless to prevent this. (Dem,

40, 11; cf. Isae. 6, 18 ff.). And. finally, after Mant ias'

death, his own son is compelled by law to share his inheritance

with these sons of Plangon (Dem. 40, 13 ff.) That the oath of

a corrupt woman should thus have baffled the wishes of a father

and overridden the unquestioned rights of the son with respect

to his father's property, is most extraordinary. In this inci-

dent we see one of the glaring inconsistencies of the Athenian

inheritance system. For it is seen that part of the inheritance

has passed out of the family, and that the state will suffer in

consequence; furthermore, some deified ancestor is likely to

cry out, and the gods themselves will probably manifest their

displeasure sooner or later.

It is evident, then, that the statement of the mother

"as to the child's parentage was not only of great importance,

but was often regarded as conclusive evidence; and that, un-

less the man could contravene the woman's assertions, he was

compelled to acknowledge the child as his own, and thus to ad-

\ mit him to all' the rights and privileges which the law bestowed'

upon the son.
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Undoubtedly a father could, and generally did, disown

and abandon a weakly child; this, at any rate, is the inference

drawn from the philosophers. Jowett & Campbell, Plato, Rep.,

Vol. 3, pp. 231-232, conclude from Rep. 459 D, 460 G, and 461 C

that Plato was deliberately advocating the doctrine of infanti-

cide. They cite, also, a well knovm passage from Aristotle

(Pol. 7, 16, 15) as expressing still more forcibly the Greek

feeling on the subject.

'! Susemihl, Arist. Pol. p. 552, (Susemihl & Hicks Ed.),

takes a similar view. He remarks that the example of Sparta

had a determining influence on both Plato and Aristotle, and

adds: "In all other Greek states it w.us left to the father's

decision whether he would expose his child or not; but at

Sparta a committee of the eldest members of the Phyle decided,

land in accordance with their decision the deformed or weakly

infant had to be dispatched to the place of exposure".

. If the state was bent upon pursuing so abhorrent and

inhuman a course, it must be admitted that the Spartan method

was preferable to the Athenian.

The general question, hov/ever, of the exposure of

infants, and of the power of the father in connection therewith,

must always remain involved in some mystery, because of the re-

I

ticence of Greek writers in this particular.

Assuming that the child w^s permitted to live, we

find that the father's power ?/as greatly circumscribed. The
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rights of the son were most jealously guarded, and the father

had little opportunity to dispose of his property according to

his inclinations. Perrot well says: "The will of man had not

the same sovereign and creative force with the Greeks as with

the Romans The will of the Athenian testator is enchained

by the law, which imperiously bestows the inheritance upon the

sons and divides it among them in equal portions. Solon conse-

crated in a formal manner the rights of the son to inherit the

father's property". (L'Eloquence Politique et Judiciaire a

Athenes, p. 370).

II

Turning now to the orators, and especially to Isaeus,

we find the foregoing statements fully corroborated. The father

cannot give op bequeath his property according to his pleasure,

since the law gives the inheritance to the sons; hence, the

father never mentions the son in his will, since the son is the

inevitable heir. (Isae. 10, 29; 6, 28). So, too, when there

are legitin.ate sons, the estate is not subject to legal contro-

versy, and the son does not have to claim his father's property

he simply takes possession. (Isae. 3, 59-60). And, further, no

one ventures to contest the claim of the son. (Isae. 3, 61).

Again, all legitimate sons share equally in the inheritance,

notwithstanding any personal preferences on the part of the

k father (Isae. 6, 25). Cf. in this connection Isae. 6, 58, where

the speaker cries out that it would be monstrous if the guardian

should gain the inheritance to which the sons are entitled.
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Attention h?s already been drawn to the striking case of Eucte-1

mon, (Isae, 6, 21 ff.), who, wishing to adopt a son of the wom-

an with whom he was infatuated, was prevented by the objections

of his own son, supported by the merr.bers of the phratria, and

was unable to accomplish his wish, until the son acquiesced.

Nothing could better illustrate the jealous solicitude with

which the laws of Solon guarded the rights of the son.

I Again, the father could not control the disposition

of his property, or show any preference, if, after adoption, a

son was born to him; for the law gave the adopted son and the

son of flesh and blood equal portions of the inheritance. (Isae

6, 63). On the other hand, Dem. (20, 102) cites the law which

permits c man without sons to will his property as he chooses;

Isae. G, 9, also mentions the l-aw, restricting it, however, to

the man who is not mentally unsound or incapacitated by the

causes specified in the law,

II

The chief duties of the son - includir^ the son by

adoption - have already been indicated; namely^ to continue the

family line and the ancestor worship and to discharge the fami-

ly's obligations to the state. It is hardly necessary to add,

that the son is required to care for the parents, as long as

they shall live. This duty of the son is clearly stated in pas-

I
sages from the orators; (cf. Isae. 2, 36); and it is also

brought out by the tragic poets (cf Eurip. Ale. 619 ff). Im the

passage of Isaeus cited, the adopted son and his wife care for
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the father while living, and the speaker gives to his own son

the name of the adoptive father. That the duties to the aged

parents were not always performed wi th a good grace, one gath-

ers -a^ g-ft*-^©*^ from the Aleestis (Cf . 336 ff; 466 ff; 634 ff)

We have evidence that the state made the perf oimance of such ||

duties obligatory. Thus, in Xen. Mem. 2, 2, 13, the statement

is made that, if a son does not support his parents, the state

prosecutes him; and if proved guilty, he is debarred from

holding public offices. So, too, in Diog. Laert, 1, 55, occur

the words: ^^^ T^s yy/?i T/^Si;)^ To^^s V^/-/^/ ^ ^/tyi^os /iy-710

the reference beir^ to a law of Solon.

It is to be noted also, that the duty of the heir ex-

tended to the grandparents, and even to the great grandparents;

they must be carsd for, even if they leave no property, other-

wise the heir incurs heavy penalties and public odium. (Isae.

8, 32; 1, 39).

Another duty of the heir is seen in Isae. 7, 14, where

the adopted son manages his father's property, when the father

has grown old.

Under certain circumstances, hov/ever, the son was not

required to care for the parents. Thus, it is interesting to

observe that, according to Plut. Solon, 22, 1, the son was not

required to support the father, in case the latter had negledt-

ed to teach the son some useful art. Further, we learn from

Plut. Solon, 22, 4, that the son of an ^/"^^^^^-i was not compelled
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to support his parents. Again, if the father had been the means

of corrupt ir^ the son, the latter, on reaching maturity, was not

obliged to support the father, or even to give him shelter. (Cf.

Aeschines 1, 13). Nevertheless - and here again the undercur-

rent of religious feeling is seen - even such a father had the

right to expect the son to bury him and perform the rites after

death.

Plato, Crito, 50 D, tells us that the father was re-

quired by law to instruct the son in music and gymnastics; and

the education which the father was expected to bestow upon the
|

son is further described in Isoc. 7, 44, 45.
|

jj

The question of disinheritance is involved in some ob-

scurity, and the older Greek writers shed little or no light on

the subject. In Plato, Laws, 928 D ff., the speaker says that

in his state the father can disinherit the son only after a fam-

ily council. In Athens, apparently, such a step could not be

taken without an investigation in a court of justice. Lucian,

'/!no/<?i^^^-kroAc^^^S t #8, #10, #21, has some interesting remark^

on the subject, which would be valuable, were it not for the un-

reliable character of the discourse. Dionys. Hal. 2, 26, says

the legislation of Solon gave the father the right to repudiate

a disobedient son. From what we know of the limited powers of

I
the Athenian father in all other directions, we may conclude

,

that arbitrary disinheritance was not sanctioned by law.
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Considering now the status of the adopted son, one

immediately notes striking contrasts betweer Rome and Athens

with respect to the methods and character of adoption. Parrot

admirably brings out this difference, when he says: "Adoption

at Athens did not have the same originality and power as at

Rome, was not surrounded with ceremonies as solemn, and did not

so profoundly modify the situation of the adopted The law

at Athens had not the same power to create artificial bonds as

at Rome; this parent of choice that adoption created was not

to the same degree identified with the parent of flesh and

blood". Perrot observes further, that at Rome the adopted son

had the same ri^ts as the son of flesh and blood, but not at

Athens; one might add, however, that the tlieory of adoption at

Athens evidently contemplated the bestowal of full rig:hts and

privileges upon the adopted son.

As the motives for adoption have already been indicated,

it seems hardly necessary to dwell upon them further. It is

interesting, however, to note in this connection the remarks of
,^

Isaeus, in 2, 13:

\
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Other grounds for adoption are set forth in passages

from the orators. Thus, in Isae. 2, 20, the good will of one

Menecles tov/ard the family of the adopted son is represented as

a minor motive for adoption.

It appears from Isae, 10, 17, that it was sometimes

customary for parents who were poor to give their sons in adop-

tion into a wealthy family, in order that the sons might enjoy

greater prosperity.

! With respect to the adoption of a daughter, Jebb,

"Selections from the Attic Orators", p. 383, remarks: "The

adoption of a daughter was comparatively rare, since, unless

a son was born to her, the continuance of the A ^i'^v/as not se-

cured. Such exceptions illustrate the use of the Attic adoption

to gratify a personal preference, apart from the original object

of perpetuating the family rites". (Of. Isae. 11, 41; 11, 8).

ij

The principal methods of adoption are mentioned in

Isae, 2, 14-15, where the speaker shows that he w/as adopted

during the testator* s life - not, as sometimes happens, after

death, by will - and was presented to the members of the phra-

ftria of the deceased, to the demesraen and to the priests. And

it may be noted, in this connection, that this presentation was

of the utmost importance also for establishing the legitimacy

of the son or the daughter of flesh and blood. (Of. Isae, 6,

25; 3, 30; 3, 75; 3, 79; (Dem.) 59, 118).

In Isae. 2, 44, the speaker emphasizes the fact that
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he was adopted by act of the deceased - not verbally or by will

I
- thus clearly indicating that the former method -vvas preferable

'and more binding. Further, in Isae. 7, 1, the speaker states

that adoption during the lifetime of the adoptive father, at-

tended by the performance of sacred rites, and accompanied by

presentation to the kinsmen and enrollment in their records -

that this method is less open to suspicion than adoption under

a will; the latter method, in fact, is never sure.

I
A third form of adoption, which took place when the

deceased had neither left a son nor made a will, is found in

Isae. 11, 49. Here a certain Theopompus gives his son in adop-

tion into the family of his wife's deceased brother, the latter

having died intestate and childless. Another allusion to this

third form of adoption is found in Isae, 7, 31. Here the adop-

jtion should have taken place, but did not; the wife of Pronapes

and her sister had already inherited the property of their bro'

ther, but had ignored the obligation to appoint one of their

children his representative before the lav/. Under such circum'

stances, then, the next of kin becomes virtually the adopted

son.

That the adopted son was at a disadvantage as comparec,

with the son by birth immediately becomes evident; for, while

the latter, by right of birth, simply takes possession of his
I

father's property, as has been seen, the adopted son must claim

the property by process of law (Isae, 3, 60) . Moreover, any
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relatives of the deceased can dispute the claim of the adopted

son. (Isae. 3, 61).

Again, one of the difficulties that the adopted son

was likely to encounter is seen in Isae. 2, 25, where the op-

ponent of the speaker tries to show that the adoption was in-

valid because the testator was mentally unsound or influenced

by a woman.

The adopted son becomes the representative of his

adoptive father, and his duties, as has been seen, are practi-

cally identical with those of a son by birth. Thus, in Isae.

2, 38-39, certain oaths of reconciliation are exchanged, not

with the father, but with the adopted son, as the father's rep-

resentative; and in Isae. 2, 42, the adopted son performs var-

ious offices in the deme and in the tribe.

The adopted son is peculiarly indebted to the state,

since by favor of the state he possesses his inheritance. Isae.

expresses this in Or. 5, 37: ^i/A 6> TT'O-yh/o ^1^7-^ TV?/-

LAt^^'^ . These words are addressed to the jury,

the reference being, of course, to the adopted son. Here the

speaker strikes the key-note of the oration; and the enormity

of the offense of neglecting to serve the state is powerfully

set forth in 7nf35 ff., and ^41 ff.

Again, every adopted son retains his interest in his

mother's property, whether he remains in the family of his
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adoption or not; (isae. 7, 25); but, on the other hand, he

severs his relations with his father of flesh and blood and

with the family of the latter, as soon as he is given in adop-

tion into another house (Isae. 10, 4), unlesg he returns to

his original family according to law (Isae. 9, 33). Meier &

Schomann, pp. 546-547, explain the fact that the adopted son's

relations to his mother continue, under these circumstances,

on the principle presented in Isae. 7, 25: y^^T^<i'S (^'6>i^^^^}

i^j-T// (f/f^/r^V^ 72^ J" In Isae. 9, 2, a certain Cleon and

his son, having been adopted into another family, have no claim

on the estate of Astyphilus. A very: striking illustration of

the fact that the adopted son severs his connection with his

original family is found in Isae. 5, 47, where the speaker

points out that the adopted son can claim no favors from the

state on the ground of illustrious ancestry; he has severed

his connection with the family of Harmodius and Aristogeiton,

to be adopted into another house; and he has thereby deprived

himself of all privileges attaching to the descendents of such

distinguished men.

The ceremonies of adoption are described in Isae. 7,

##15-17, and ##27-28, by the speaker Thrasyllus. At the festi'

val of Thargelia he was brought to the altars in the presence

of the kinsmen and members of the phratria. The adoptive fa-

ther then made oath that the speaker was born in wedlock of a

woman who was a citizen of Athens - this oath being required
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in the case of son or daughter, whether adopted or not : when

I presentation was made to the kinsmen and members of the phratria

The latter, having satisfied themselves that all necessary re-

quirements had been fulfilled, voted in favor of the adoption,

and the speaker was enrolled in their list as "Thrasyllus, the

son of Apollodorus" . The speaker continues, (#27), "ApoUodor-

us said to his demesmen that he hrd adopted me as his son, and

that he had enrolled me among his kinsmen and the members of

his phratria, and had given me his property; and he commanded

them, in the event of his prior decease, to record my name on

their register". The instructions of Apollodorus (28) are duly

followed by the demesmen. The matter is openly investigated,
j

and the demesmen, having satisfied themselves of the regularity

of the adaption, duly make oath, and enroll the adopted son in

their records. The adoption is now an accomplished fact.

Similar ceremonies, accompanying the presentation

and enrollment of a son by birth, are described in Isae. 8, 18-

20. In #19 the father* s oath is mentioned: CA^Co^a^s <^~^

/'('^i. ^yyi/>i7~?iJ yi/^^^/'<^s £/<c^£^yi/^

The difficulties sometimes encountered by an adopted

son in gaining his inheritance have already been touched upon.

As a further illustration of this, one may note that it was

often necessary for the adopted son to establish the validity

of the will, in order to substantiate his claim. Thus, he was
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obliged to prove that the deceased duly executed the will, and

that he was of sound mind when the document was drawn, etc,

(Cf. Isae. 4, 14-16).

ii The adopted seen, on gaining the inheritance, was for-

bidden to adopt in turn. If sons were born to hira, they became

the heirs; but, if he had no children, the property, at his

death, reverted to the original house of his adoptive father,

^1

and was claimed by the next of kin. (Dem, 44, 63).

II The act of adoption was not, it seems, perpetually

binding. Thus, in Isae. 10, 11, it is seen that an adopted son

could return to his father's house, if he left an heir to take ii

his place in the house of his adoption. Thus, the speaker says

in Isae, 6, 44: ^ Y^/o z-^-^^s ^i^/ da dPTau/-a^^ ^ ^«>

A7?i ^/^/^ MdiTa ^ ^7T>j y^^^^^y. The law went a

step further; it compelled the adopted son to return into his

original family, after a son had been born to him, and to leave

this son as the representative of the family of his adoption,

,
and the heir to the estate. And if the adopted son neglected

i to take this step, and death overtook him, the property revert-

ed, as before, to the original house. (Dem. 44, 68).

II

Again, the adopted son did not necessarily receive

the entire inheritance. Thus, in Isae. 5, 6, Dicaeogenes 3rd

is the adopted son and heir of Dicaeogenes 2nd, but the will

only gives him one-third of the property; the remaining two

thirds are left to the sisters of the testator. Nevertheless,
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the adopted son is the testator's duly appointed rcpresentativOj

and as such carries on the family worship and perpetuates the

name ,

Such, then, were the relations existing between fa^

ther and son; and in connection with other topics, certain of

the relations between father and daughter have already been

noted. Here, again, the father's attitude was largely control-

led by the obligations to religion and to the state. With re-

spect to the inheritance itself, the daughter's rights seem to

have been as clearly established as the son's.

It has been seen that there was no question as to

the disposition of the property if a roan left sons. In this

case the sons always inherited. (Isae. 10, 29; 6, 28). When

there were sons and daughters the matter was equally clear;

the sons inherited, and the property became their immediately,

without process of law (Cf . Isae, 6, 46). \7hen a father died,

leaving daughters, but no sons, the daughters inherited, but in

a peculiar manner. It has been stated that a man without legi-

timate sons could will his property according to his pleasure.

(Isae. 2, 13; 6, 9). We read, however, in Isae. 3, 42:

Ou'-^i 7^,.<r ^.^^^/. ^-^. iJ^ye y^.:- /-^^ Cl/^d^i. Oi^<^,fJ^ <f5<^/^7"/

-- <- ' -, >/ - /

,

' •> /

II/I/77J/- yy'^^/^S —^A^ui^^ So, also, in

sae. 10, 13, the speaker asserts that a father without sons |

cannot disinherit his daughters. The broad statements cited

^"i
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the daughter, but with the daughter. It did not belong to the

woman, who, held in a perpetual state of legal incapacity, was

disqualified to possess it. It belonged still less to the hus-

band, who was a menber of another family, and celebrated another

domestic cult". He, then, was merely the trustee, and the es-

tate was held in trust for the son born from this marriage.
[

"V/hen this sail had attained to his majority", continues Perrot,

"he left his father's house, and, although his father and mother

were still living, he took possession of the estate of his ma-

ternal grandfather". (L'Eloquence Politique et Judiciaire a

Athenes, pp. 371 ff .) The ^TT'/A^/^/^^/was not, then, strictly

speaking, an heiress; the word, as Perrot suggests, signified

to the Athenians, "she who accompanies an inheritance".

Cf. in this connection, Dem. 43, 51; 46, 20; Isae.

8, 31; 3, 50; in these passages the essential points, so

clearly stated by Perrot, receive corroboration.

It maybe asserted, then, that the rights of the daugh

ters, such as they were, appear to have been clearly established

Isaeus states emphatically, in Or.' 3, 32, that the daughter, as

well as the son, takes possession of the inheritance; further- ii

more, if any one attempts to rob her of any of it, he is subject

to private action and public prosecution., is likely to lose his

own property, and even brings himself into personal peril. It

is to be noted, however, that all these safeguards are created,

not for the ultimate benefit of the woman herself, but for her
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child - the grandson of the original possessor of the property,

The rights of legitimate children, then, were clearly

defined. In connection with this subject, Dem. 46, 18, cites

a law reading as follows; ?^/- ^a ^>V/-;^V;>I STTc /7/'^a:/c>iJ'

^y ' ^ c \ 7 -^ ^

TTOi^^^j v>-;>7^/-/^^j- . In connection with this law, cf

.

also, Dera, 44, 49 and Pollux 3, 21, Reference has already been

made to the passage in Isae. 3, 19, in which the father takes
||

oath, on presenting his son to the members of the phratria, th8.t

the boy was born of a duly betrothed wife and a citizen of Ath-

ens, The importance of the betrothal, as affecting legitimacy,

is also brought out in Dem, 36, 32; here the speaker states

that unless the wife is duly given in marriage, the children

do not inherit the estate.

Illegitimate children, on the other hand, were severe-

ly dealt with, since, under the influence of the religious idea,,

the birth of such a child was regarded as polluting the city

and profaning the family altars. Such children had no inheri-

tance rights; they were not recognized as coming under the

civil relationship; they were excluded from religious obser-

vances, (Cf. Isae, 6, 49; Dem, 48, 51), Even if there were

no children born in wedlock, the /"^^W had no property rights;

the inheritance was bestowed on the next of kin (Aristoph, Birds

1661-1665). Cf. also Eupolis, Frag. 97 of the /}?^^oi (2. 461
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Meineke). Here the son is represented as cowed by the disgrace

of being z. hc^^'^'S - a son of Aspasia,

The r-j&'s s is defined by Athenaeus 13, 577, 38, as

one born of a woman not a citizen; and Pollux, 3, 21, describes

a /ip/^^s as the son of an alien woman or a concubine.
||

ii

In the whole question of legitimacy the woman was in-

variably the greatest sufferer, and her position even from her

infancy was a peculiarly helpless one. It is evident, as we

have observed, that the failure of a father to present a daugh-

ter to the members of the phratria indicated that she ^nz-zrcS^c^

(Isae. 3, 75); als o that irregularities in the betrothal and

marriage ceremonies reflected seriously upon the woman; and

that any hesitation on the part of the next of kin to claim

the "heiress" received a sinister interpretation, so far as the

woman was concerned. IVe learn also from Isae. 3, 41, that if

any one by a lawsuit gains an inheritance, it is understood to

mean that the daughter of the deceased is /^^.-/vj ; it is even

a reflection upon her if her father*s estate is declared open

to legal controversy, as we have observed (Isae, 3, 43).

In thfe whole question of inheritance and of the class

if ication of heirs, it is evident that the male line invariably

received the preference. Isaeus distinctly states this in 7,

20; here the speaker, citing the law, says: "The males and the

sons of males, descended from the same ancestors, shall have
|

the preference". And again, in Isae. 11, 17, occur the wordsJ
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law is cited by Dem. 43, 51; 44, 62. The principle is also

seen in the ri^t of the next male relative to inherit the

property, in case a man dies intestate and childless. (Isae. 4,

23; 5, 16) The same truth is illustrated further in Isae. 11,

^1 ff. Here the speaker mentions the collateral heirs who

received preference over the direct heirs, in case a man died

intestate and childless. In this passage we observe that civil

relationship extended to the children of the first cousins on
j

the father's side, and that the inheritance was bestowed upon
I

these collateral relatives, rather than upon the direct heirs

on the mother's side. (Cf. Dem. 43, 51).

Passing into a wholly different shpere, we observe an

illustration of the same principle in Soph. Antig. 174. Here II

Creon, the king, after t&e death of his nephews, announces his

succession to his brother's throne, by virtue of the fact that

he is next of kin; while his nieces Antigone and Ismene, the

last of the royal line, are summarily set aside.

Curiously enough, it appears from Isae. 11, 17, that

even a mother could not inherit from her son, because, although

most closely related by blood, as Isaeus observes, she was not

recognized as coming under the ^(^-^^i^y^/'ii. It may be noted,

in passing, that this passage is interesting as sharply draw-

ing the distinction between ^^^^^^.^/^^ and ^V/^a^y^^^z

The lot of the Athenian woman, on the whole, then, jl
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was far from enviable; and the position of the heiress, from

our point of view, was a peculiarly hard one. To be claimed

in marriage by the next, of kin - by a cousin, perhaps, or by

an elderly uncle - was bad enough; but it was infinitely worse

to feel that she might, under certain circumstances, be torn I

from husband and children and compelled to enter into new mar-

riage relations, simply because a father had neglected to adopt

a son, or a brother, himself the heir, had died. And, apart
all

fromJihis, she was constantly confronted by the thought tlat

she and her husband were considered of minor importance as

compared with their son; and that this heir might, some day,

sweep them aside and enjoy for himself the rich inheritance

that had cost his parents so dear.

All, in short, that was most beautiful and sacred in

a woman* s life v/as likely t o be ruthlessly trampled upon, if

she happened to be so unfortunate as to inherit an estate. No

wonder that Plutarch (Solon 23, l), disapproved Solon' s laws

regarding women, and condemned in particular the monstrous

enactment recorded in Solon, 20, 3.

The cause of the Athenian woman finds a warm champion

in Sir William Jones, (Vol. 4, p. 211, London, 1799) who dwells

upon this dark chapter in Athenian legislation, and vigorously

condemns the abominable treatment accorded women.

In foiroing our estimate of the Athenian family life

we must remember, however - as has been previously indicated -
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that in the orators we necessarily see the dark side of the

picture. Here the legal and formal elements predominate, and

undoubtedly many of the presentations of the cases are parti-

san. We cannot, of course, reject the citations of law and

the dispassionate statement of facts; but it would also be

utterly unfair to say that the misdemeanors recounted in the

lav; courts in themselves constituted Athenian life.

The other e;itrerae, of course, is found in the poets.

It is a relief to turn from Isaeus to Euripides, and to realize

that the ideals of the Athenians were often lofty, that their

lives were often beautiful, and that marriage was frequently

invested with a charm that is almost modern. It is perfectly

evident that self-sacrifice, lofty devotion and'deep love char-

acterized much of their home life, notwithstanding their remark

able ancestor worship, and the uncompromising demands of their

inheritance laws.

Other departments of the literature, it is true, offer

materials to aid us in reconstructing the Athenian family life;

but they do not form a sufficient foundation. The philosophers!!

certainly do not reflect Greek life as it was, even though some

of their extraordinary views were partially realized in the
j|

times of the orators. Nor does Aristophanes, with his mockery,

his distortions and his exaggerations, aid us greatly, except
,

incidentally and by comparison. And if we approach the Roman
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comic poets, the mingling of Greek and Roman elements is some-

times confusing. If, however, we take the orators - gloomy

though they are - as the basis for our sketch, and enliven

their gloom with the beautiful, artistic and idealistic pic-

tures drawn by the poets, we may be reasonably certain that we

are viewing the Athenians as they lived and moved in the times

of Isaeus, Demosthenes and Euripides.

After making all due allowances, however, it must be

admitted that the lot of the Athenian v/oman was a peculiarly

hard one. From our point of view, it is abominable that she

should have been excluded from the rights and privileges due

her; and that she should have been subjected to such hard-

ships. Yet her position, on the whole, was not at variance

with the hard logic of the old institutions. It is necessary

to bear in mind that the man's paramount duties were to the

religion and the state, according to the Athenian point of

view. Since, then, 'the woman was disqualified to serve the

family and the state by performing the religious duties that

devolved upon the heir; and since she was incapable of dis-

charging the arduous and expensive public services that fell

to the lot of .the head of an influential family; therefore,

from the point of view of the individual and the state, she

was compelled to occupy a wholly subordinate position in the

inheritance system. It was cruel, and yet it was doubtless

inevitable.
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In connection with this general subject, it may pep-

haps be of interest to note Aristotle's criticism of one phase

of the Spartan polity, which is summarized on p. 106 of the

Suseraihl & Hicks edition of the Politics, as follows: "The

permission to give away or bequeath land at pleasure; the ab-

sence of any limit as to the amount of the dower; the unre-

stricted right of the father (or of the successor to his rights

to bestow an heiress upon any one he likes; all this combined

has brought two thirds of the Spartan land into female hands,

and occasioned moreover terrible inequality of possessions,

with a frightful diminution in the number of the man capable

of bearing arras". (Gf. Arist . Pol. 2, 9, 14, ff.) The Athen-

ian antipathy to all things Spartan, and the desire to avoid

any such contingencies as those mentioned by Aristotle, may

perhaps have influenced the Athenians in many of their radical

legislative enactments. At the same time, it must be acknow-

ledged that they overreached themselves; and while believing

that they were providing for the perpetuity of Athens, by sub-

ordinating the family so completely to the state, they were

actually hastening their downfall as a nation.

In conclusion, it must be admitted that the family

life of the Athenians in. the time of the orators was often full

of peril. Dominated as the family relations were by the obli-

gations to religion and to the state, neither husband, wife,

son, nor daughter could tell when life's hope and happiness
J^
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might not be shattered. There was something radically wrong

in a system in which the very bulwarks of society - the sancti-

ty of the married life and the integrity of the family - were

likely to be ruthlessly attacked at any moment. Far more pleas

ing is the picture of the old Roman father surrounded by his

family; a father stern and often cruel, if you will, but se-

cure in the possession of his own; the mighty unit in the

mass'ive and long-enduring Roman civilization.

It is amazing that the Athenians, with all their in-

tellectual power and keenness, should have tolerated such abus-

es, and ignored the very safeguards of the nation's life. In

their superstitious fear lest they should offend some deified

ancestor, they trampled upon the most sacred rights of the in-

dividual and the family; they wronged the living in their

frantic efforts to honor the dead. In their endeavors to cre-

ate a more pov/erful governmental fabric, they utterly ignored

individual liberty; theirs was the fatal error of destroying

the integrity of the component parts, while striving to create

a more perfect whole. The ideals of Plato were not, after all,

so absolutely at variance with the existing conditions. The

strange doctrines advocated in the Republic were partially

realized, at least, in the times of the orators. In the ulti-

mate analysis of the conditions which confront us, it is impos-

sible to deny that the individual and the family existed for

the state. In the age of Isaeus and Demosthenes, it is true.
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fthere seemed to be a tendency to break with old traditions;

and men evidently had begun to realize that the insitutions

of the past were insufficient for the changed conditions of

the times. But the lack of independent authority on the part

of the father, the insecurity of the husband and the consequent

weakness of the family were fatal; beyond question, this con-

stituted one of the causes which made Greek society less per-

jmanent than the powerful and long-enduring civilization of the
!i

Romans.
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